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Complex Curvilinear  
Structures are Ubiquitous

Re#nal	  Vasculature	  
(FUNDUS CAMERA)

~	  1	  cm ~	  25	  microns

Dendrites	  and	  Axons	  
(BRAINBOW)

Neurons	  
(BRIGHTFIELD)

~	  200	  microns~	  1	  mm

Vessels	  and	  	  
Neurons	  (CONFOCAL)

Road	  Networks	  
(AERIAL)

~	  500	  m
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Cosmic	  Web	  
(SIMULATION)

~	  1e22	  km	  !

Delta	  and	  Rivers	  
(AERIAL)

~	  25	  km

...
Re#nal	  Vasculature	  
(FUNDUS CAMERA)

~	  1	  cm

Vessels	  and	  	  
Neurons	  (CONFOCAL)

Road	  Networks	  
(AERIAL)

~	  500	  m
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… and often contain loops.

Complex Curvilinear  
Structures are Ubiquitous



Google Earth ..

4 .. and Brain

???



Curse of Dimensionality
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Brainbow 500x300x50 stack  
(Courtesy J. Lichtman)

Automated Reconstruction

• A 10 cm3 cube or brain matter would produce a 100000x100000x100000 
image at this resolution. 

• Some hand tracing is possible but takes weeks and months.   

—> Automation is required. 



Delineation in 2D and 3D

A very old topic in Computer Vision but full automation remains elusive: 

• Images are very noisy. 

• The structures are often complex.
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Goal
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A Few Years ago at INRIA
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All Edge Chains

Garnesson, Giraudon, Monesinos, 1989

Longest Edge Chains



Meanwhile at SRI
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• Find centerlines. 

• Build spanning tree.

• Retain road-like branches.

• Compute width.

Fischler &Heller, IUW’98
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Image Tubularity Volume Graph Weighted Graph Reconstruction

Graph-Based Approach (2D)

Turtetken, CVPR’13



Graph-Based Approach (3D)

Processing steps: 

1. Compute the tubularity of individual voxels. 

2. Select voxels that locally maximize this measure. 

3. Build a tubular graph by linking these voxels.  

4. Find an optimal subgraph within the graph.
10
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Stack Tubularity NMS Tubularity

Building the Tubular Graph
• Compute tubularity in scale space.

• Canny like Non maximum suppression.

x
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•Vertices: Local-maxima sampled iteratively at regular intervals.

NMS Tubularity Samples Graph

•Edges: Tubular paths linking pairs of samples through high-tubularity voxels.

Building the Tubular Graph
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•Standard Approach: Integrate tubularity 

values along paths.

Provides much more informative scores!

E(�) =
�

� P(�)d�

•Better Approach: Learn a quality function 

based on global appearance and geometry.

Uninformative for paths that partially right and 
partially wrong.  

Giving Weights to the Edges
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radius 
intervals

Histograms of Gradient Deviations 

 (x)=

⇢
angle(rI(x),N(x)) , if kx� C(s

x

)k > "
angle(rI(x),⇧(x)) , otherwise,

—> One histogram per radius interval plus four 
geometry features (curvature, tortuosity, .…) 



Embedding
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Fig. 8. Flowchart of our approach to path classification and training data collection. During training, positive examples are
randomly selected from the ground truth tracings, while negative paths are selected from the tubular graphs such that they
sufficiently overlap with the background. At detection time, we run the classifier on pairs of consecutive edges and assign
them probabilistic weights.

Fig. 9. Three aspects of our feature extraction process. An
extended neighborhood of points around the path centerline
C(s) is defined as the envelope of cross-sectional circles
shown in black. This neighborhood is divided into R radius
intervals highlighted by the yellow, green and red tubes (here
R = 3) and a histogram is created for each such interval.
A point x contributes a weighted vote to an angular bin
according to the angle between the normal N(x) and the
image gradient rI(x) at that point.

5.2 Embedding
The above procedure produces an arbitrary number of HGD
descriptors per path. To derive from them a fixed-size
descriptor, we first use a Bag-of-Words (BoW) approach
to compactly represent their feature space. The words of
the BoW model are generated by randomly sampling a
predefined number of descriptors from the training data.
For a given path of arbitrary length, we then compute
an embedding of the path’s HGD descriptors into the
codewords of the model. Adapting the sequence embedding
approach of [58], we find the minimum Euclidean distance
from the path’s descriptors to each word in the model. This
yields a feature vector of minimal distances that has the
same length as the number of elements in the BoW model.

To account for geometry and characterize paths that share
a common section, such as the one shown in Fig. 4(a),
we incorporate into these descriptors the maximum cur-
vature along the centerline curve C. It is computed as
argmaxkT0

(s))k, where T(s) is the unit tangent vector.

5.3 Collecting Training Data
Given a set of training images {Ii}, the associated ground
truth tracings {Hi} annotated manually and tubular graphs
{Gi} obtained using the method of Section 4.1, we sample
an equal number of positive and negative paths from each

pair {Hi, Gi}. We obtain positive examples by randomly
sampling them from the ground truth Hi. To obtain negative
examples, we first randomly select paths from the tubular
graph Gi and attempt to find matching paths in the ground
truth. For a given path ph, this is done by finding the two
centerline points in {Gi} that are closest to the start and end
points of ph. We then extract the shortest (in the Euclidean
sense) directed path pg connecting these points in Hi. Note
that, if Hi is a tree, such a path is unique, if it exist.

Let lh and lg denote the centerline length of ph and pg
respectively. The path ph is considered as a true negative
if it satisfies at least one of the following criteria:

1) The length of ph’s (or pg’s) largest centerline section
that is outside the volume pg (ph’s) is larger than a
threshold, taken to be the minimum image spacing in
our experiments.

2) The ratio min(lh, lg)/max(lh, lg) is smaller than a
threshold. This is to detect if ph is meandering too
much inside pg . We used 0.75 for the ratio threshold.

3) Intersection of ph and pg over their union is smaller
than a threshold, taken to be 0.5 in our experiments.

We label those negatives that partially overlap with the
matching paths as hard-to-classify examples, and those that
don’t overlap as easy-to-classify ones. In our experiments,
hard-to-classify examples constitute 99 percent of the neg-
ative examples.

Finally, path lengths are randomly chosen from a length
distribution learnt from graphs in the training dataset. This
is achieved by first labeling consecutive edge pairs in the
graphs as positive or negative using the above procedure
and then constructing two separate distributions, one for
each class, using the assigned labels.

6 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
In this section, we first describe details of the feature
extraction and parameter selection steps. We then briefly
describe several procedures to reduce the size of the QMIP
problem instances prior to optimization.

6.1 Feature Extraction
The HGD descriptors introduced in Section 5.1 are com-
puted for a group of overlapping segments on a path. To
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Fig. 8. Flowchart of our approach to path classification and training data collection. During training, positive examples are
randomly selected from the ground truth tracings, while negative paths are selected from the tubular graphs such that they
sufficiently overlap with the background. At detection time, we run the classifier on pairs of consecutive edges and assign
them probabilistic weights.

Fig. 9. Three aspects of our feature extraction process. An
extended neighborhood of points around the path centerline
C(s) is defined as the envelope of cross-sectional circles
shown in black. This neighborhood is divided into R radius
intervals highlighted by the yellow, green and red tubes (here
R = 3) and a histogram is created for each such interval.
A point x contributes a weighted vote to an angular bin
according to the angle between the normal N(x) and the
image gradient rI(x) at that point.

5.2 Embedding
The above procedure produces an arbitrary number of HGD
descriptors per path. To derive from them a fixed-size
descriptor, we first use a Bag-of-Words (BoW) approach
to compactly represent their feature space. The words of
the BoW model are generated by randomly sampling a
predefined number of descriptors from the training data.
For a given path of arbitrary length, we then compute
an embedding of the path’s HGD descriptors into the
codewords of the model. Adapting the sequence embedding
approach of [58], we find the minimum Euclidean distance
from the path’s descriptors to each word in the model. This
yields a feature vector of minimal distances that has the
same length as the number of elements in the BoW model.

To account for geometry and characterize paths that share
a common section, such as the one shown in Fig. 4(a),
we incorporate into these descriptors the maximum cur-
vature along the centerline curve C. It is computed as
argmaxkT0

(s))k, where T(s) is the unit tangent vector.

5.3 Collecting Training Data
Given a set of training images {Ii}, the associated ground
truth tracings {Hi} annotated manually and tubular graphs
{Gi} obtained using the method of Section 4.1, we sample
an equal number of positive and negative paths from each

pair {Hi, Gi}. We obtain positive examples by randomly
sampling them from the ground truth Hi. To obtain negative
examples, we first randomly select paths from the tubular
graph Gi and attempt to find matching paths in the ground
truth. For a given path ph, this is done by finding the two
centerline points in {Gi} that are closest to the start and end
points of ph. We then extract the shortest (in the Euclidean
sense) directed path pg connecting these points in Hi. Note
that, if Hi is a tree, such a path is unique, if it exist.

Let lh and lg denote the centerline length of ph and pg
respectively. The path ph is considered as a true negative
if it satisfies at least one of the following criteria:

1) The length of ph’s (or pg’s) largest centerline section
that is outside the volume pg (ph’s) is larger than a
threshold, taken to be the minimum image spacing in
our experiments.

2) The ratio min(lh, lg)/max(lh, lg) is smaller than a
threshold. This is to detect if ph is meandering too
much inside pg . We used 0.75 for the ratio threshold.

3) Intersection of ph and pg over their union is smaller
than a threshold, taken to be 0.5 in our experiments.

We label those negatives that partially overlap with the
matching paths as hard-to-classify examples, and those that
don’t overlap as easy-to-classify ones. In our experiments,
hard-to-classify examples constitute 99 percent of the neg-
ative examples.

Finally, path lengths are randomly chosen from a length
distribution learnt from graphs in the training dataset. This
is achieved by first labeling consecutive edge pairs in the
graphs as positive or negative using the above procedure
and then constructing two separate distributions, one for
each class, using the assigned labels.

6 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
In this section, we first describe details of the feature
extraction and parameter selection steps. We then briefly
describe several procedures to reduce the size of the QMIP
problem instances prior to optimization.

6.1 Feature Extraction
The HGD descriptors introduced in Section 5.1 are com-
puted for a group of overlapping segments on a path. To

...

—> Same length feature vectors whatever the actual 
length of the path.  



Path Classification
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t⇤ = argmax

t2T (G)
P (T = t|I) ,

= argmax

t2T (G)
P (I|T = t)P (T = t) ,

= argmin

t2T (G)

X

eij2G

cdijtij +
X

eij ,ejk2G

cgijktijtjk .

Tubularity graph Without edge pair term With edge pair term

Finding the Best Tree
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Brightfield Stack Ground Truth QMIP reconstruction
Turetken, CVPR’12

Brightfield



Even in true tree structures, some vertices might have to be 
shared to avoid topological errors: 

•Allow loops 

•Penalize hanging branches. 

➡Still a QMIP problem. 

19

From Trees to Subgraphs
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Brightfield Stack Ground Truth QMIP reconstruction

Turetken, CVPR’13

Loopy Brightfield
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AERIAL CONFOCAL

BRIGHTFIELD BRAINBOW

• Aerial Roads: 21 training and 8 test images. 

• Confocal Blood Vessels: 1 partially traced 
image stack for training and 2 for testing. 
(Maximilian Joesch, Markus Meister - Harvard) 

• Brightfield Neurons: 1 training and 3 test 
image stacks. (Felix Schürmann, Henry Markram - 
EPFL) 

• Brainbow Neurites:  3 training and 3 test 
image stacks. (Luke Bogart, Takao Hensch, Jeff 
Lichtman - Harvard)

• 80000 positive and negative samples for 
each dataset. 

• Same path classifier parameters for all four 
datasets.

Test Datasets



Stack Ground 
Truth

Loopless 
Reconst.

Loopy 
Reconstruction
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Results: Brainbow
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•DIADEM Measure (Topological Quality): 

4.1. Datasets and Path Classification

We evaluated our approach on the four different datasets
depicted by Fig. 1 and described in more detail below:

• Aerial: Aerial images of loopy road networks. We
used 21 grayscale versions of these images for train-
ing and 8 for testing.

• Confocal: Two image stacks of direction selective reti-
nal ganglion cells were acquired with a confocal mi-
croscope. We used a portion of one to train our path
classifier and both for testing. We only considered the
red channel of these stacks since it is the only one used
to label the blood vessels.

• Brightfield: Six image stacks were acquired by bright-
field microscopy from biocytin-stained rat brains. We
used three for training and three for testing.

• Brainbow: Neurites were visualized by targeting
mice primary visual cortex using the brainbow tech-
nique [17] so that each neuronal structure has a distinct
color. We used one image stack for training and three
for testing.

Many roads of the Aerial dataset are partially occluded
by trees while the images from the other datasets are very
noisy, making the delineation task challenging in all cases.
Fig. 4 depicts some of our results on these datasets and we
provide additional ones as supplementary material.

To obtain these results, we had to estimate the cost terms
wijk of Eq 2. To this end, we used the path classifier of [25],
which operates on histograms of gradient deviation features
and was designed for grayscale images. To adapt it to the
Brainbow color images, we first converted the stacks into
the CIELAB space and clustered their voxels using the K-
Means algorithm. For each cluster, we then computed a nor-
malized gray scale image whose voxel values are inversely
proportional to the color distance between the original voxel
and the cluster mean. This results in K gray scale images
(K is set to 50 in all our experiments) and each voxel is as-
sociated to the one its cluster corresponds to. For a pixel
along any given path, the gradient features are computed
on this associated image. The result is that only gradients
corresponding to pixels with a similar color are taken into
account.

4.2. Roads and Blood Vessels

The roads and blood vessels of the Aerial and Confocal

datasets form graphs in which there are many real cycles.
In the case of the blood vessels, this is because there are
capillaries that connect the arteries to the veins and irrigate
the cells along the way.

As can be seen in the first row of Fig. 4, the road net-
works are recovered almost perfectly in spite of the occlu-
sions. The only errors are driveways that are treated as very

BRBW1 BRBW2 BRBW3 BRF1 BRF2 BRF3
HGD-QMIP [25] 0.3692 0.5118 0.4016 0.6114 0.4263 0.6551

L-QMIP 0.8327 0.6897 0.7848 0.7282 0.5122 0.7391

Table 1. DIADEM [3] scores for our results (L-QMIP) and those
of [25] (HGD-QMIP) for the delineations of 3 Brainbow stacks
and the 3 Brightfield ones. They are denoted by BRBWi and
BRFi, respectively. Our scores are higher and therefore better.

BRF1 BRF2 BRF3
NARAY [21] 0.56 0.65 0.88 0.99 0.64 0.64 0.91 0.99 0.55 0.61 0.87 0.99

L-QMIP 0.14 0.33 0.86 0.76 0.18 0.32 0.89 0.88 0.14 0.32 0.80 0.67

Table 2. NetMets [19] scores for our results (L-QMIP) and those
obtained with the code made publicly available by the DIADEM
challenge winners [21] (NARAY). The NetMets software outputs
four numbers for each trial, geometric False Positive Rate, geo-
metric False Negative Rate, connectivity False Positive Rate, and
connectivity False Negative Rate. We list them here in that order
and ours are lower and therefore better.

short roads and a few roads dead-ending because the con-
necting path to the closest junction is severely occluded.
The first one could be addressed by introducing a seman-
tic threshold on short overhanging segments while the latter
would require a much more sophisticated semantic under-
standing. We supply results on the four remaining test im-
ages as supplementary material.

The quality of the blood vessel delineations depicted by
the second row is much harder to assess on the printed page
but becomes clear when looking at the rotating volumes that
we supply as supplementary material.

4.3. Neural Structures

The neurites of the Brightfield and Brainbow datasets
form tree structures without cycles. However, because of
the low z-resolution, branches that really are disjoint appear
to cross.

Because the ground truth tracings are trees, we were able
to compute the DIADEM scores [3] for the four delineations
depicted by the bottom two rows of Fig. 4. They are listed
in Table 1 along with those results obtained by solving the
Mixed Integer Program advocated in [25], which is not de-
signed to prevent cycles. Since we use the same algorithm
to assess the quality of the paths in both cases, the main dif-
ference between the two approaches is that ours allows ver-
tices to be used more than once and favors creation of cycles
through the additional cost terms and constraints, while the
other does not, which results in a substantial performance
gain.

We also evaluated the curvelet transform based algorithm
of [21] on the Brightfield dataset. We used the publicly
available code by the winners of the DIADEM challenge.
Since the code does not allow the user to provide a set of
root nodes, the DIADEM score of its output cannot be com-
puted. However, the same group recently made available a

Loopless Reconst.

Loopy Reconst.

Quantitative Quality Measures For Trees 
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Stack Ground 
Truth

Loopless 
Reconst.

Loopy 
Reconst.

Narayanaswamy 
et al. 2011

Results: Brighfield
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•DIADEM Measure (Topological): 

•NETMETS Measure (Geometric & Connectivity): 

4.1. Datasets and Path Classification

We evaluated our approach on the four different datasets
depicted by Fig. 1 and described in more detail below:

• Aerial: Aerial images of loopy road networks. We
used 21 grayscale versions of these images for train-
ing and 8 for testing.

• Confocal: Two image stacks of direction selective reti-
nal ganglion cells were acquired with a confocal mi-
croscope. We used a portion of one to train our path
classifier and both for testing. We only considered the
red channel of these stacks since it is the only one used
to label the blood vessels.

• Brightfield: Six image stacks were acquired by bright-
field microscopy from biocytin-stained rat brains. We
used three for training and three for testing.

• Brainbow: Neurites were visualized by targeting
mice primary visual cortex using the brainbow tech-
nique [17] so that each neuronal structure has a distinct
color. We used one image stack for training and three
for testing.

Many roads of the Aerial dataset are partially occluded
by trees while the images from the other datasets are very
noisy, making the delineation task challenging in all cases.
Fig. 4 depicts some of our results on these datasets and we
provide additional ones as supplementary material.

To obtain these results, we had to estimate the cost terms
wijk of Eq 2. To this end, we used the path classifier of [25],
which operates on histograms of gradient deviation features
and was designed for grayscale images. To adapt it to the
Brainbow color images, we first converted the stacks into
the CIELAB space and clustered their voxels using the K-
Means algorithm. For each cluster, we then computed a nor-
malized gray scale image whose voxel values are inversely
proportional to the color distance between the original voxel
and the cluster mean. This results in K gray scale images
(K is set to 50 in all our experiments) and each voxel is as-
sociated to the one its cluster corresponds to. For a pixel
along any given path, the gradient features are computed
on this associated image. The result is that only gradients
corresponding to pixels with a similar color are taken into
account.

4.2. Roads and Blood Vessels

The roads and blood vessels of the Aerial and Confocal

datasets form graphs in which there are many real cycles.
In the case of the blood vessels, this is because there are
capillaries that connect the arteries to the veins and irrigate
the cells along the way.

As can be seen in the first row of Fig. 4, the road net-
works are recovered almost perfectly in spite of the occlu-
sions. The only errors are driveways that are treated as very

BRBW1 BRBW2 BRBW3 BRF1 BRF2 BRF3
HGD-QMIP [25] 0.3692 0.5118 0.4016 0.6114 0.4263 0.6551

L-QMIP 0.8327 0.6897 0.7848 0.7282 0.5122 0.7391

Table 1. DIADEM [3] scores for our results (L-QMIP) and those
of [25] (HGD-QMIP) for the delineations of 3 Brainbow stacks
and the 3 Brightfield ones. They are denoted by BRBWi and
BRFi, respectively. Our scores are higher and therefore better.

BRF1 BRF2 BRF3
NARAY [21] 0.56 0.65 0.88 0.99 0.64 0.64 0.91 0.99 0.55 0.61 0.87 0.99

L-QMIP 0.14 0.33 0.86 0.76 0.18 0.32 0.89 0.88 0.14 0.32 0.80 0.67

Table 2. NetMets [19] scores for our results (L-QMIP) and those
obtained with the code made publicly available by the DIADEM
challenge winners [21] (NARAY). The NetMets software outputs
four numbers for each trial, geometric False Positive Rate, geo-
metric False Negative Rate, connectivity False Positive Rate, and
connectivity False Negative Rate. We list them here in that order
and ours are lower and therefore better.

short roads and a few roads dead-ending because the con-
necting path to the closest junction is severely occluded.
The first one could be addressed by introducing a seman-
tic threshold on short overhanging segments while the latter
would require a much more sophisticated semantic under-
standing. We supply results on the four remaining test im-
ages as supplementary material.

The quality of the blood vessel delineations depicted by
the second row is much harder to assess on the printed page
but becomes clear when looking at the rotating volumes that
we supply as supplementary material.

4.3. Neural Structures

The neurites of the Brightfield and Brainbow datasets
form tree structures without cycles. However, because of
the low z-resolution, branches that really are disjoint appear
to cross.

Because the ground truth tracings are trees, we were able
to compute the DIADEM scores [3] for the four delineations
depicted by the bottom two rows of Fig. 4. They are listed
in Table 1 along with those results obtained by solving the
Mixed Integer Program advocated in [25], which is not de-
signed to prevent cycles. Since we use the same algorithm
to assess the quality of the paths in both cases, the main dif-
ference between the two approaches is that ours allows ver-
tices to be used more than once and favors creation of cycles
through the additional cost terms and constraints, while the
other does not, which results in a substantial performance
gain.

We also evaluated the curvelet transform based algorithm
of [21] on the Brightfield dataset. We used the publicly
available code by the winners of the DIADEM challenge.
Since the code does not allow the user to provide a set of
root nodes, the DIADEM score of its output cannot be com-
puted. However, the same group recently made available a

Loopless Reconst.

Loopy Reconst.

4.1. Datasets and Path Classification

We evaluated our approach on the four different datasets
depicted by Fig. 1 and described in more detail below:

• Aerial: Aerial images of loopy road networks. We
used 21 grayscale versions of these images for train-
ing and 8 for testing.

• Confocal: Two image stacks of direction selective reti-
nal ganglion cells were acquired with a confocal mi-
croscope. We used a portion of one to train our path
classifier and both for testing. We only considered the
red channel of these stacks since it is the only one used
to label the blood vessels.

• Brightfield: Six image stacks were acquired by bright-
field microscopy from biocytin-stained rat brains. We
used three for training and three for testing.

• Brainbow: Neurites were visualized by targeting
mice primary visual cortex using the brainbow tech-
nique [17] so that each neuronal structure has a distinct
color. We used one image stack for training and three
for testing.

Many roads of the Aerial dataset are partially occluded
by trees while the images from the other datasets are very
noisy, making the delineation task challenging in all cases.
Fig. 4 depicts some of our results on these datasets and we
provide additional ones as supplementary material.

To obtain these results, we had to estimate the cost terms
wijk of Eq 2. To this end, we used the path classifier of [25],
which operates on histograms of gradient deviation features
and was designed for grayscale images. To adapt it to the
Brainbow color images, we first converted the stacks into
the CIELAB space and clustered their voxels using the K-
Means algorithm. For each cluster, we then computed a nor-
malized gray scale image whose voxel values are inversely
proportional to the color distance between the original voxel
and the cluster mean. This results in K gray scale images
(K is set to 50 in all our experiments) and each voxel is as-
sociated to the one its cluster corresponds to. For a pixel
along any given path, the gradient features are computed
on this associated image. The result is that only gradients
corresponding to pixels with a similar color are taken into
account.

4.2. Roads and Blood Vessels

The roads and blood vessels of the Aerial and Confocal

datasets form graphs in which there are many real cycles.
In the case of the blood vessels, this is because there are
capillaries that connect the arteries to the veins and irrigate
the cells along the way.

As can be seen in the first row of Fig. 4, the road net-
works are recovered almost perfectly in spite of the occlu-
sions. The only errors are driveways that are treated as very

BRBW1 BRBW2 BRBW3 BRF1 BRF2 BRF3
HGD-QMIP [25] 0.3692 0.5118 0.4016 0.6114 0.4263 0.6551

L-QMIP 0.8327 0.6897 0.7848 0.7282 0.5122 0.7391

Table 1. DIADEM [3] scores for our results (L-QMIP) and those
of [25] (HGD-QMIP) for the delineations of 3 Brainbow stacks
and the 3 Brightfield ones. They are denoted by BRBWi and
BRFi, respectively. Our scores are higher and therefore better.

BRF1 BRF2 BRF3
NARAY [21] 0.56 0.65 0.88 0.99 0.64 0.64 0.91 0.99 0.55 0.61 0.87 0.99

L-QMIP 0.14 0.33 0.86 0.76 0.18 0.32 0.89 0.88 0.14 0.32 0.80 0.67

Table 2. NetMets [19] scores for our results (L-QMIP) and those
obtained with the code made publicly available by the DIADEM
challenge winners [21] (NARAY). The NetMets software outputs
four numbers for each trial, geometric False Positive Rate, geo-
metric False Negative Rate, connectivity False Positive Rate, and
connectivity False Negative Rate. We list them here in that order
and ours are lower and therefore better.

short roads and a few roads dead-ending because the con-
necting path to the closest junction is severely occluded.
The first one could be addressed by introducing a seman-
tic threshold on short overhanging segments while the latter
would require a much more sophisticated semantic under-
standing. We supply results on the four remaining test im-
ages as supplementary material.

The quality of the blood vessel delineations depicted by
the second row is much harder to assess on the printed page
but becomes clear when looking at the rotating volumes that
we supply as supplementary material.

4.3. Neural Structures

The neurites of the Brightfield and Brainbow datasets
form tree structures without cycles. However, because of
the low z-resolution, branches that really are disjoint appear
to cross.

Because the ground truth tracings are trees, we were able
to compute the DIADEM scores [3] for the four delineations
depicted by the bottom two rows of Fig. 4. They are listed
in Table 1 along with those results obtained by solving the
Mixed Integer Program advocated in [25], which is not de-
signed to prevent cycles. Since we use the same algorithm
to assess the quality of the paths in both cases, the main dif-
ference between the two approaches is that ours allows ver-
tices to be used more than once and favors creation of cycles
through the additional cost terms and constraints, while the
other does not, which results in a substantial performance
gain.

We also evaluated the curvelet transform based algorithm
of [21] on the Brightfield dataset. We used the publicly
available code by the winners of the DIADEM challenge.
Since the code does not allow the user to provide a set of
root nodes, the DIADEM score of its output cannot be com-
puted. However, the same group recently made available a

Quantitative Quality Measures For Trees 

Geometric  
FPR

Geometric  
FNR

Connectivity  
FPR

Connectivity  
FNR

BRF1 BRF2 BRF3
Loopy-IP 0.05 0.29 0.71 0.65 0.11 0.29 0.81 0.78 0.07 0.28 0.77 0.70
k-MST 0.10 0.44 0.79 0.88 0.11 0.53 0.84 0.91 0.13 0.35 0.81 0.92
Focus 0.39 0.54 0.75 1.00 0.49 0.53 0.90 1.00 0.38 0.46 0.74 1.00
OSnake 0.66 0.63 0.98 0.99 0.66 0.59 0.99 1.00 0.69 0.38 0.95 0.99
APP2 0.68 0.64 1.00 1.00 0.63 0.54 1.00 1.00 0.65 0.49 1.00 1.00
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Stacks Ground Truths Loopy Reconstructions

Results: Confocal
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Results: Roads



An ideal tubularity measures should: 

• Have a strong response at the centre of the ribbons or tubes. 

• This response should be maximal at the centre and decrease away from 
it so that non-maximum suppression works well. 

• There should no response at the tube boundaries to avoid confusing 
the algorithm further down the processing chain.

Finding Better Centerlines

28

Centerline Detection as a Regression Problem

Our solution: Use Regression !

Input image Desired regressor
output

10 / 23



Oriented Flux

• Can be computed by convolving the images with 
appropriately designed filters.  

• Works very well when the tubes are relatively regular 
but performance decreases as the irregularity increases. 

29

x

Handcrafted Methods

Hessian-based approaches [Frangi LNCS ’98], [Sato MIA
’98], [Krissian, CVIU ’00], [Santamaria-Pang MICCAI ’07],
[Meijering CPA ’04], [Foruzan IJCARS ’12], . . .

Optimally Oriented Flux [Law ECCV ’08], and related
[Agam CVPR ’05], [Sofka TMI ’06], [Pechaud, CVPR ’09],
[Law, ECCV ’10], [Xiao TIP ’13], [Turetken ICCV ’13], . . .

. . .
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Centerline Detection as a Classification Problem

Input image

8 / 23

Centerline Detection as a Classification Problem
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Centerline Detection as a Classification Problem
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Non-maxima suppression
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Centerline Detection  
as a Classification Problem

• Classification is not the right approach to deal with pixels near the 
centerline, i.e. hard negatives. 

• What other formalism could we use?   



Centerline Detection as a Regression Problem

Our solution: Use Regression !

Input image Desired regressor
output
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Centerline Detection as a Regression Problem

Our solution: Use Regression !

Input image Desired regressor
output

Actual output
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Centerline Detection as a Regression Problem

Our solution: Use Regression !

Input image Desired regressor
output

Actual output After non-maxima
suppression

Output is now maximal on centerlines !

10 / 2331

Centerline Detection  
as a Regression Problem

• Regression guarantees that non-maximum suppression will do the 
right thing.   

Sironi, CVPR’14



Centerline Detection as a Regression Problem

More robust to noise than handcrafted methods
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Centerline Detection as a Regression Problem

More accurate than classification methods
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Single Scale Results
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Multiscale Centerline Detection

Multiscale detection
∆ We also estimate tubular structures radius
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Multi Scale Results
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Recursive Approach
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Improved Delineation

35 Sironi, CVPR’14

Method Aerial Brightfield

Loopy IP + Regression 0.84 0.60

Loopy IP + OOF 0.75 0.56

Ground Truth OOF Regression



Regression for Contour Detection
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Regression for Contour Detection
Contour Detection in Natural Images

BSDS500 dataset

22 / 23

Ren, NIPS’12 
Classification

Our approach 
Regression

BSDS500 
Dataset



Regression for Contour Detection
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Regression for Contour Detection
Contour Detection in Natural Images

BSDS500 dataset
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[F = .71] Classification
[F = .73] gPb − Arbelaez ’11
[F = .73] CHM − Seyedhosseini ’13
[F = .74] SCG − Ren ’12
[F = .75] SE − Dollar ’13
[F = .75] MCG − Arbelaez ’14
[F = .76] Our method

We outperform state-of-the-art also for contour detection
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Evolving Structures
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• Three Two-photon image stacks 
taken a week apart in-vivo.

Courtesy of A. Holtmaat

• Simultaneous reconstruction in 
all three stacks.

—> Automated change detection + More robust delineation.

Glowacki, CVPR’14
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An automated reconstruction algorithm that  

• reliably detects centerlines, 

• relies on informative path classification scores, 

• allows for loops and penalizes early branch terminations, 

• can be optimized exactly.

Conclusion

1980

2015

20??



 A human brain contains approximately: 
  
•100 billion neurons. 

•100 trillion synapses. 

•Some neurons extend over several cms.

Future Work

40

• Develop optimisation algorithms that can handle these kinds of scales. 

• Incorporate much more global connectivity constraints. 

• Reduce the amount of training data required using Transfer Learning.  
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